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Glossary of Lakota Words
Até: father

Mitakuye Oyasin: we are all related

Hanhepi: night sky

Paha Sapa: Black Hills in South Dakota
and Wyoming

Hanwi: moon
Hinhan Kaga Paha: Black Elk Peak, the
highest peak in the Black Hills of South
Dakota

Tinpsila: wild turnips
Tipi: lodge dwelling
Tiyóspaye: family

Iná: mother

Wanbli Tanka: GreatEagle

Kul Wicasa Oyate: Lower Brule Lakota
People

Wakan Tanka: Great Spirit

Mahpiya: Sky World

Wi: sun

Maka: Earth World

Wicahpi: Star Nation

Mato Paha: Bear Mountain
Mato Sica: Giant Bear

Wicincala Sakowin: Seven Sisters
(or Pleiades constellation)

Mato Tipila: Bear Lodge

Wojapi: chokecherry pudding

Waziya: north, or the old man of the north

L

ong ago in Maka (Earth World), a young girl named Maske
lived with her tiyóspaye (family) in a village at the edge of
the Paha Sapa (Black Hills). The village had many lodges, called
tipis, arranged in a circle facing east. Maske’s tipi was on the
south side of the village. Maske’s Até (father) painted the outside
of their tipi with running buffalo and deer, colorful symbols of his
achievements. Maske’s Iná (mother) kept their tipi warm and safe
and filled with many soft buffalo skins. She made Maske and her
sisters beautiful porcupine-quill moccasins and buckskin dresses,
and taught them the ways of their tribe.

M

aske was the eldest sister. She was strong and wise,
with a vivid imagination. The second sister, Elu,
was shy and gentle like a delicate prairie flower. The third
sister, Iha, was a fast runner and a skilled stickball player.

The fourth sister, Skata, loved to play games and tricks
on everyone, including Maske. The fifth sister, Luta, was
quiet and beautiful and was the first to greet the new day.

